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What is Google Fit API?

- Open ecosystem that allows developers to upload fitness data to a central repository where users can access their data from different devices and apps in one location
- Part of Google Play services
- Supported in Android 2.3 (API level 9) and higher
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What does Google Fit API consist of?

- Sensors API
- Recording API
- History API
- Sessions API
- Goals API
- Bluetooth Low Energy API
Specific problems it's designed to solve

- Track Fitness Activity
- Consumer Well-being
- Clinical trials
- Record and ask experts yourself
- Answer to Apple Health
Typical example use case: When is it typically used?
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- Smartwatches
- Other Fitness Bands
Typical example use case: When is it typically used?

- Weighing Machines
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Overview of how it works

- Comprised of:
  - Sensors API
  - Recording API
  - History API
  - Sessions API
  - Goals API
  - Bluetooth Low Energy API
Create a data source

Create a data point (ex. strawberry)

Read the data after inserting it
2 data points: strawberry, banana
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